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Abstract
BACKGROUND
AIM
To prospectively determine the safety and tolerability of oral L-selenomethionine (SLM)
with concurrent chemoradiation (CCRT) for Stage III non-small cell lung cancer and
estimate if the incidence and/or severity of adverse events could be reduced by its use.
METHODS
Sixteen patients with stage III non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) were accrued to this
single arm, phase II study. CCRT consisted of radiation given at 2 Gy per fraction for
30-33 fractions, 5 days per week with concurrent weekly IV paclitaxel 50 mg/m2
followed by carboplatin dosed at an area under the time-concentration curve of 2. SLM
was dosed in a loading phase at 4800 μg twice daily for one week prior to CCRT
followed by once daily dosing during treatment.

RESULTS
No selenium-related toxicity was observed. Analysis revealed grade 3 or higher
esophagitis in 3 of 16 patients (19%), pneumonitis in 0, leukopenia in 2 (12.5%), and
anemia in 1 (6%); the latter two were significantly reduced when compared to the
protocol-stated expected rate of 35% (P = 0.045 for leukopenia, and P < 0.01 for anemia).
Median overall survival was 14.9 months and median failure-free survival was 9
months (95%CI: 3.3-21.5).

CONCLUSION
There may be some protective benefit of selenium in the setting of CCRT for inoperable
NSCLC. The data suggests decreased rates of myelosuppression when compared to
similarly-treated historical and contemporary controls. Further evaluation of selenium
in this setting may be warranted.
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Core tip: This was a prospective international phase II trial with 16 patients seeking to
evaluate the effect of selenomethionine on acute toxicity in the setting of concurrent
chemoradiaiton for locally advanced, inoperable non-small cell lung cancer. Selenium
proved to be well tolerated and led to significantly reduced rates of myelosuppression.
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INTRODUCTION
Concurrent chemoradiation (CCRT) is the standard of care for inoperable, locallyadvanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)[1]. Even though there have been
improvements in radiation delivery and less utilization of elective nodal irradiation, a
significant proportion of patients continue to experience severe acute toxicities
including esophagitis, myelosuppression and pneumonitis. Grade 3-4 esophagitis rates
as high as 28% were reported in one study utilizing weekly carboplatin and paclitaxel in
CCRT for inoperable NSCLC[2]. A meta-analysis reports that the addition of
chemotherapy to radiation in this setting increases severe esophagitis rates from 4% to
18%[3]. Significant rates of high grade leukopenia and neutropenia have also been seen
in the literature, with upper limits approximating 50%[4,5].
Given their short- and long-term effects on quality of life and the potential to
interrupt therapy, it is important to reduce the incidence and severity of acute toxicities
caused by CCRT. Several pharmacological agents that may protect against normal
tissue toxicity have been studied, including organic thiophosphates such as amifostine.
Although some protection by this agent during CCRT in NSCLC was suggested in
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) study 9801, amifostine was not able to
significantly reduce esophagitis rates[6,7]. In addition, side effects including marked
hypotension and the requisite IV route of delivery have precluded its widespread
adoption in this setting.
Preclinical data from our institution and others suggest that the organic selenium
(Se) compound L-selenomethionine (SLM) has properties that confer protection on
normal tissues from toxicities of chemotherapy and radiation, while enhancing their
anti-tumor effects[8-17]. The dual properties of SLM to reduce normal tissue toxicity
while increasing antitumor efficacy led to consideration[18] and implementation of early
human studies combining chemotherapy with Se in a variety of tumors[19,20]. On the
basis of this early clinical work, we hypothesized that SLM might reduce the major toxic
effects of CCRT in NSCLC patients including esophagitis, pneumonitis, and
myelosuppression. This might, in turn, reduce treatment interruptions and lead to
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increased local tumor control and survival. We therefore conducted a phase II multiinstitutional study to determine the effects of SLM on acute toxicities as well as efficacy
of concurrently-administered carboplatin, paclitaxel, and radiation in patients with
unresectable stage III NSCLC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient selection
Patients with Stage III NSCLC from Roswell Park Cancer Institute (RPCI) and Waikato
Hospital were eligible for recruitment. The study was approved by the RPCI
institutional review board and the Northern Y Regional Ethics Committee in New
Zealand. Patients were screened for eligibility during clinic visits. Eligible patients were
given information describing the study in readily understandable language and
detailing the investigational nature of the study. Patients were subsequently required to
provide their written consent in order to participate in the study. ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT00526890.
Patient eligibility
Patients were eligible if: they had histologically- or cytologically-confirmed stage IIIAIIIB squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, large cell carcinoma, or NSCLC not
otherwise specified; age ≥ 18; ECOG (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group)
performance status 0-1; weight loss ≤ 5% in the 3 months before study entry; no
invasive malignancy in the prior 3 years; no prior radiotherapy to the thorax/neck or
chemotherapy; no pleural effusion; serum creatinine ≤ 1.5 mg/dL; serum bilirubin and
glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase ≤ 1.5 times the upper limit of normal; hemoglobin ≥
8.0 g/dL; absolute granulocyte count ≥ 2000/mm3; and platelet count ≥ 100000/mm3.
Patients were ineligible if they: were pregnant or of childbearing potential and refusing
appropriate contraception; had a prior myocardial infarct within the preceding 6
months or had symptomatic heart disease (angina, congestive heart failure,
uncontrolled arrhythmia); had a serious concomitant infection including post6

obstructive pneumonia; or had undergone major surgery other than biopsy in the
previous 2 wk.
Patient evaluation and follow-up
The pre-treatment evaluation included a complete medical history and physical
examination with determination of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
performance status (PS) and questions about recent weight loss and concurrent nonmalignant diseases. A complete blood count with differential and platelet count was
also required, along with a biochemical survey, measurement of electrolytes,
magnesium and serum transaminase levels, all of which had to be performed within 14
d of enrolment. Imaging studies included computed tomography (CT) scans of the chest
and upper abdomen and CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. At least
weekly, an interval history and physical examination was performed by a member of
the study team to prospectively assess and collect data regarding PS, weight loss, and
symptoms of esophagitis and other toxicities. The complete blood count with
differential, absolute granulocyte count, platelet count and serum creatinine levels were
determined weekly. Particular attention was paid to patients' pain levels and the
medications required for control of symptomatic esophagitis. Toxicity was scored using
National Cancer Institute (NCI) Common Toxicity Criteria (CTC), version 3.0. Patients
were evaluated with the same assessments 1 and 3 months after treatment completion,
at 3-mo intervals for 2 years then every 6 months. CT scanning of the thorax was
performed 3 mo after treatment and at each follow-up visit thereafter. Blood selenium
levels were drawn at baseline, then weekly for the duration of therapy in order to
monitor response of serum levels to supplementation.
Study design
An exact two-stage design was used to evaluate excess toxicity early on, and cease
treatment if appropriate. The goal was for 10 patients in stage 1, with plan to stop
accrual if ≥ 4 patients experienced excessive toxicity. Stage 2 was planned to accrue an
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additional 20 patients, with the bar set at ≥ 7 patients with excessive toxicity for
stopping early. Total accrual was therefore set at 30 patients, and was expected to take a
maximum of 6 years. Excessive toxicity was defined as: Grades 3-4 esophagitis,
pneumonitis, or myelosuppression which caused delay of CCRT > 2 wk despite
corrective measures. The study closed due to poor accrual in 2010 after the recruiting 16
patients. Changing practice patterns including desires to use alternative systemic agents,
and a shift away from elective nodal irradiation (see below) were the primary reasons
for unacceptable accrual. The decision to terminate the trial was made by the
investigators for the aforementioned reasons. As the accrual goal exceeded 50%, we
elected to retrospectively evaluate the collected data according to protocol specifications.
Radiation therapy
CT simulation was performed for all patients. Intravenous contrast was recommended
but not required for improved delineation of targets. Dose inhomogeneity corrections
were not used. The radiation therapy (RT) delivered was determined according to
optimal dose distribution. Dose was 2 Gy per fraction, 30-33 fractions, 5 d per week for
6–6½ weeks. Patients received megavoltage portal imaging for verification prior to
treatment initiation, and at least weekly thereafter. Patients were treated with
megavoltage equipment with at least 6 MeV photons using 3D conformal radiotherapy
techniques. The planning target volume (PTV) included a minimum margin of 1.5 cm
around the gross tumor volume (GTV). A clinical tumor volume (CTV) was treated to
an intermediate dose ranging from 40-46 Gy. The CTV included the elective nodal
volumes, consisting of ipsilateral hilar, upper and lower paratracheal (levels 2, 4), and
subcarinal lymph nodes. Aortic nodes (levels 5-6 were also included for left sided
tumors. Ipsilateral supraclavicular lymph nodes were included if the primary tumor
was located in the upper lobe or mainstem bronchus. Electron beams were permitted
for elective treatment of supraclavicular lymph nodes. Individual custom blocking was
used to spare normal tissues. Each field was treated each day. Protocol-specified dose
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constraints were as follows; total lung V20 < 32%, esophagus V55 < 66%, mean
esophageal dose < 45 Gy, and maximal spinal cord dose < 45 Gy.
Chemotherapy and L-selenomethionine
Patients did not receive induction chemotherapy. Concurrent chemotherapy consisted
of paclitaxel (50 mg/m2) infused over 1 hour, followed by carboplatin dosed at an area
under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) of 2 mg/mL·per minute, infused
over 30 min. These were given intravenously once weekly, 30 min before thoracic RT,
for 6 wk, beginning on day 1 of RT. Patients received pre-medications and antiemetics
as per institutional standards. The use of erythropoietin was permitted. The use of
granulocyte colony-stimulating factors was discouraged, and was not allowed as
prophylaxis, or with intent to prevent delay of protocol-specified therapy. SLM 800 μg
capsules (Sabinsa Corp., NJ) were dosed as follows for a total of 7 wk: patients received
loading doses of SLM 4800 μg orally twice daily for one week prior to beginning CCRT
followed by a maintenance dose of 4800 μg daily for six weeks, or until the completion
of therapy. This loading dosing schedule was based on pharmacokinetic modeling
aiming to achieve a serum level prior to commencing CCRT that approximated the
steady-state concentration expected with prolonged daily dosing of 4800 μg[19].
Treatment outcome and statistical analysis
Treatment response was determined as follows: Complete response (CR) required
disappearance of all measurable disease, signs, symptoms, and biochemical changes
related to the tumor. Partial response (PR) required a reduction of ≥ 50% of the sum of
the products of the perpendicular diameters of all measurable lesions. Stable disease
(SD) required < 50% reduction and ≤ 25% increase in the sum. An increase > 25% was
registered as progressive disease (PD).
The primary endpoint examined was toxicity resulting from SLM/CCRT (in
particular, the anticipated esophagitis, pneumonitis and myelosuppression). Secondary
endpoints included effects of SLM on efficacy and survival. A protocol-dictated 35%
9

rate of CTC grade ≥ 3 esophagitis, pneumonitis, and myelosuppression was utilized for
comparative statistics. The lower bound of the statistical power for correctly concluding
acceptable toxicity of SLM/CCRT is 0.81 if the true toxicity rate is reduced by 20%
compared to historical controls. A 0.05 level was set for Type 1 error, and 95%CI were
calculated using the Jennison and Turnbull method[21]. One-sided P-values were
calculated. Median, overall, and failure-free survival rates were calculated using the
Kaplan-Meier method, with 95% CI.
RESULTS
After the first 10 patients were enrolled, no excess toxicity was noted and the cohort
was expanded. Patients were enrolled between January 2007 and December 2009. After
enrollment of 16 patients, there was still no selenium-related excess toxicity but the
study was closed due to poor accrual. Pre-treatment characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Treatment was completed as planned in 14/16 (87.5%) patients. Treatment was
discontinued indefinitely in one patient due to severe esophagitis. In a second patient,
the patient was given a treatment break, and was subsequently re-planned using an
IMRT technique, thus was no longer receiving protocol-specified treatment. These
discontinuances did not meet stopping rules per protocol, as they were not deemed to
be selenium-related. From available dosimetric data (13/16), median radiation dose to
the GTV and CTV was 66 Gy and 46 Gy respectively. Regarding mean esophageal dose
in treated patients, mean and median values were 19 Gy and 21 Gy respectively. The
median follow-up time was 14.9 months (3.3-62). Adverse events are summarized in
Table 2. Grade 3 esophagitis was seen in 3 patients, none of whom were current
smokers [18.75% (95% CI 4.05-45.7)]. There were no instances of grade 3-4 pneumonitis,
and rates of grade 3-4 anemia, leukopenia, and neutropenia were 6% (95%CI: 0.1630.2%) , 12.5% (95%CI: 1.55-38.4), and 0% respectively. When compared to the protocolspecified expected toxicity rate of 35%, anemia was significantly reduced (P < 0.01)
when compared to the protocol-specified expected toxicity rate of 35%, leukopenia was
significantly reduced (P = 0.045). There were no adverse effects attributed to SLM alone.
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Median overall survival (OS) and failure-free survival (FFS) were 14.9 mo (95%CI:
7.5-43.8) and 9.1 mo (95%CI: 3.3-21.5) respectively. Eight patients (50%) had a PR, 4
patients (25%) had SD, and 3 patients (19%) exhibited PD as their best response. The
overall response rate was 50% (95%CI: 24.7-75.4). One patient was not evaluable for
response.
Selenium levels
Baseline serum Se levels were available for 14 of 16 patients: the mean (standard
deviation) value was 304 (604) ng/mL and the median value was 98 ng/mL. Trough Se
levels rose for all patients during supplementation, shown in Figure 1. Levels were
available for 14 of 16 patients at week 6, when mean and median values were 2324 and
2179 ng/mL respectively.
Baseline Se values and their relationship to FFS were analyzed. Baseline levels were
dichotomized into two groups relative to the median value. No significant correlation
was detected between baseline Se and FFS (P = 0.4016) (Figure 2). Similarly, baseline
values were compared to severe esophagitis and/or myelosuppresion rates using
Fisher’s exact test and there was no significant association with either toxicity (P = 1.00).
Due to a paucity of data, an association between toxicity outcomes and week 7 serum Se
levels could not be analyzed.
DISCUSSION
The addition of SLM 4800 μg daily to CCRT in inoperable stage III NSCLC was safe and
well-tolerated. To our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the use of SLM in
this population. Leukopenia, anemia, neutropenia, and esophagitis rates appear to be
improved compared to the protocol-specified incidence of 35%, however this figure was
likely set too high in the context of more recent publications with regard to esophagitis.
A more reasonable estimate for high grade esophagitis would be 18%[3]. Regarding the
myelosuppresive endpoints, estimates based on similarly treated patients for
leukopenia, anemia, and neutropenia, are 23%-51%, 3%-10%, and 15%-51%,
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respectively[2,4,5]. Given these estimates, the addition of selenium may have improved
myelosuppresion.
Expected toxicity rates with chemoradiation in stage III NSCLC
At the time of this protocol’s inception, treatment of uninvolved regional nodal basins
was standard of care, thus trials which utilized elective nodal irradiation (ENI) are the
best comparators for these data. Regarding esophagitis, our rate of 19% esophagitis
compared favorably to the CCRT arm using both ENI and the same chemotherapeutic
regimen in a phase III trial by Vokes et al[2] at 28%. Based on the observation that ENI
doesn’t significantly reduce regional recurrence[22] while increasing toxicity, current
paradigms have shifted towards involved field radiotherapy (IFRT) with consequent
decreases in normal tissue irradiation and therefore toxicity. As expected, our results
exceed esophagitis rates seen in similar patients treated using an IFRT technique,
reported as low as 1%-8%[5,23,24]. One such trial, however, revealed numericallyincreased rates of esophagitis compared to ours, with grade 3-4 toxicity of 28%[4]. Table
3 summarizes esophagitis rates for several studies evaluating CCRT in Stage III NSCLC,
using a variety of CTV parameters and concurrent chemotherapeutic regimens.
There were no instances of grade ≥ 3 pneumonitis in our study, which compares
favorably with studies using a comparable CCRT regimen as well as other
chemoradiation regimens (Table 3).
Regarding myelosuppression, we report rates of anemia, leukopenia, and
neutropenia of 6%, 13%, and 0% respectively. The leukopenia rate is significantly
decreased from the 35% benchmark dictated in protocol. The rates of both leukopenia
and neutropenia are numerically decreased when compared to patients receiving CCRT
with identical chemotherapeutic regimens (Table 4). The avoidance of severe
neutropenia by adding SLM, if confirmed, would be clinically significant.
Expected response rates and survival with concurrent chemoradiation in stage III
NSCLC
12

The current trial reports 50% PR as best response (95%CI: 24.7-75.4), and 19% PD. This
figure is somewhat less than expected from historical controls. Vokes et al reported 67%
CR/PR and 9% PD[2], while Blumenschein et al report 62% and 11%[23]. Our results
should be interpreted with caution given small patient numbers and wide confidence
intervals, remembering that preclinical work with SLM strongly suggests a benefit in
terms of tumor response with RT. However, it is important to be critically aware of the
slightly lower response rate seen in this study when compared to similarly treated
historical cohorts. It is critically important to be vigilant of tumor response rates when
investigating agents purported to protect normal tissues.
The median OS in the current study is 14.9 mo. Similar survival rates were seen in
larger groups of similarly-treated patients, ranging from 12-16.6 mo[2,4,25-28]. It should be
noted that more recently-published series, using more contemporary radiation methods
(i.e., IFRT as opposed to ENI) have demonstrated improved survival. For example,
RTOG 0117 treated similar patients with similar chemotherapy, but used higher doses
of radiation, and did not electively treat nodal volumes. This phase II study reported
median survival of 25.9 mo[29]. It is not clear if the data presented here are directly
comparable to this more modern cohort. Nevertheless, this represents a more current
estimation of median survival in this patient population.
Prior studies combining chemotherapy and selenium
Broadly supportive of our findings, prior studies have found that Se compounds may
limit chemotherapy toxicity. Jahangard-Rafsanjani et al[30] found that selenium
significantly reduced oral mucositis in the setting of busulfan and cyclophosphamidebased high-dose chemotherapy followed by allogeneic stem cell transplantation for
leukemia. In this 77-patient double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, those
receiving SLM (200 μg BID) experienced significantly less grades 3-4 oral mucositis (10.8%
vs 35.1%, P < 0.05). The duration of grades 2-4 oral mucositis was also significantly
shorter in the selenium group (3.6 ± 1.84 vs 5.3 ± 2.2 d, P = 0.014). Another trial
evaluating Se in the form of selenokappacarrageenan given prior to cisplatin-based
13

chemotherapy led to higher white blood cell counts on day 14 than in its absence; no
comment on antitumor effect was made[31].
In

a

double-blind

trial

involving

62

women

receiving

cisplatin

and

cyclophosphamide for ovarian cancer, patients were randomized to antioxidant
capsules with or without Se as selenized yeast[32]. Those receiving Se were found to
have fewer toxicities including nausea, vomiting, stomatitis, alopecia, abdominal pain,
weakness, and loss of appetite (all with P < 0.05). A formal assessment of antitumor
activity wasn’t performed, however CA-125 levels were numerically lower in the Se
group. Another trial randomized 50 patients receiving cisplatin-based chemotherapy to
concurrent supplementation with sodium selenite, vitamin C and vitamin E vs. placebo.
There was no observed difference in toxicity, although 64% of patients within the
experimental arm were noncompliant with therapy due to GI side effects and serum Se
levels did not differ between the two groups, suggesting that Se intake was not
significant[33]. A series of small randomized controlled trials has been reported from one
group using sodium selenite 200 μg/kg per day in conjunction with chemotherapy for
patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma[34,35]. While outcomes varied, the Se groups
tended to have less toxicity. In the 2007 report, an increased response rate was seen, and
a small but statistically significant survival advantage was seen in those achieving
complete response[35]. Finally, a phase I study from our group has shown that SLM did
not significantly impact irinotecan toxicity[19].
Combining radiotherapy and selenium
Other studies have examined the potential of Se to mitigate radiation-induced toxicity.
Muecke et al[36], in a multi-center open-label randomized phase III study with the
primary endpoint of improving baseline Se levels, found in 81 post-operative patients
with cervical or endometrial cancer a significant reduction in grade ≥ 2 diarrhea (20.5%
vs 44.5%, P = 0.04) in the group given selenite 500 μg/d with RT and 300 μg/d on nonRT days compared to controls. Buntzel et al[37] performed a randomized phase II study
of 39 patients with advanced stage squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck
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(HNSCC) and found less obvious benefit using the same Se regimen as Muecke. There
was no statistically significant incidence of severe toxicity overall; however the weekly
patient analysis showed a significant reduction of dysphagia in the experimental group
during the final week of irradiation (P = 0.05) and overall trends towards prevention of
taste loss.
Our study group conducted a phase II, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 18
HNSCC patients undergoing CCRT with cisplatin, in which SLM supplementation at
3600 μg/m2/day was well-tolerated. While no statistically significant differences were
noted in acute CCRT toxicities, nor in patient-reported quality of life measures, a trend
was seen for decreased rates of severe mucositis[38].
Plasma selenium levels
Trough Se levels rose in all patients for whom baseline plasma Se values were available.
No association was seen between baseline Se levels and toxicity in this cohort. A recent
review of Se supplementation highlighted the tendency of serum Se levels to fall during
the course of radiotherapy[39]. This fact suggests that there may be a correlation between
toxicity and Se levels. A report from Eroglu et al[40], however, found no correlation
between Se levels and radiation toxicity. This cohort was found to have plasma Se levels
between 56-58 ng/mL, which is below the reported levels seen in those undergoing
supplementation[19]. The association of plasma Se levels and incidence of radiation of
chemotherapy induced toxicity remains unclear.
Limitations
Our study is limited by a number of factors that require attention. First, the early
closure due to poor accrual resulted in a smaller than intended cohort. This calls into
question the observed decreased rate of myelosuppression (albeit a significant one),
given small patient numbers. These results may be due to other factors, and their
influence can’t be assessed without a placebo group. Second, the 35% benchmark set
for grade ≥ 3 esophageal toxicity in this patient population may need to be reconsidered
15

in light of newer radiation techniques, including the shift towards IFRT as opposed to
ENI. The true rate of severe esophagitis in this setting should perhaps be closer to 20%.
Nevertheless, we did see a decrease relative to the most closely-matched cohort.
In conclusion, SLM 4800 μg/d was safe and well tolerated when combined with
CCRT in patients with inoperable stage III NSCLC in this multicenter, international,
phase II trial. The data suggests the feasibility of investigating SLM to reduce rates of
myelosuppresion. Response rates were slightly less than expected when compared to
the aforementioned controls. Survival rates are comparable when considering those
treated with similar radiation techniques. Treatment-induced toxicity continues to be a
significant issue, thus there may be some role for future investigation of Se as a
protector from chemotherapy related toxicity, and possibly from radiotherapy-related
toxicity in NSCLC.
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Figure 1 Serum selenium levels before and during concurrent chemoradiation.
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Table 1 Patient characteristics (n = 16)
Characteristic

n (%)

Sex

Characteristic n (%)
Performance Status

Male

5 (31)

0

7(44)

Female

11 (69)

1

9(57)

Age

Stage

Mean

63.25

IIIA

7 (44)

Median

61

IIIB

7 (44)

Range

49-78

III NOS

2 (13)

Race

Smoking status

White

11 (69)

Current

3 (19)

Black

2 (13)

Former

13 (81)

Other

3 (19)

Histology
Adenocarcinoma 8
Squamous Cell

6

NSCLC-NOS

2

NSCLC: Non-small cell lung cancer; NOS: Not otherwise specified.
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Table 2 Adverse events
n = 16

Grade 1-2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade
(%)

Esophagitis

6

3

0

19

Pneumonitis

4

0

0

0

Anemia

7

1

0

6

Leukopenia

8

2

0

13

Neutropenia

4

0

0

0

Hypokalemia

3

0

1

6

Fatigue

7

1

0

6

Weight loss

2

0

0

0
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3-4

Table 3 Esophagitis and pneumonitis rates in prospective trials evaluating concurrent chemoradiation in inoperable
stage III non-small cell lung cancer
Ref.

Year Design

No. of Nodes

RT Dose

patie

(Gy)

Chemo

nts
Furuse et al[27]

1999

Ind  RT

314

et 2004

Ind  RT

al[28]

CCRT

Fournel et al[26] 2005

Ind  RT
CCRT

102

ENI

2005

Pneumonitis

ENI

Cis/Vnd/

3%

-

561

Mit

2%

1%

60

Cis/Vno

4%
18%

205

ENI

66

Cis/Vno
Cis/Eto



4%

2%
 32%

5%

Cis/Vno

Ind  RT
Ind

Esophagit

56

Cons
Belani et al[4]

Grade 3-4

is

CCRT
Zatloukal

Grade 3-4

257

IFRT

63

Cbp/Pac

-

-



19%

4%



28%

16%

28%

4%

30%

10%

CCRT
CCRT
Cons
Vokes et al[2]

2007

CCRT

366

ENI

66

Cbp/Pac

Ind
CCRT
Belderbos

et 2007

Ind  RT

158

ENI

662
29

Cis/Gem

5%

al[25]

CRT

Socinski

et 2008

al[41]

Ind

 69

“ENI

74

CCRT

discourage

Ind  CRT

d

but

Cis

14%

18%

Cbp/Pac

16%

16%

Cbp/Gem

39%

37%

Cbp/Pac/

8%

22%

allowed”
Blumenschein

2011

CCRT

87

et al[23]

“selective

63

nodal

Cet

irradiation
”
Curran et al[42]

Hoang et al[5]

2011

2012

Ind  RT

407

63

Cis/Vnb

4%

-

CCRT

63

Cis/Vnb

22%

13%

CCRT

69.63

Cis/Eto

45%

15%

60

Cbp/Pac

< 1%

1%

Cbp/Pac/

< 1%

1%

CCRT
CCRT

546

ENI

IFRT

+

Thl

1Split

Thl

course; 22.75 Gy/d; 3BID (twice daily). Cis: Cisplatin; Vnd: Vindesine; Mit: Mitomycin; Vno: Vinorelbine; Eto:

Etoposide; Cbp: Carboplatin; Pac: Paclitaxel; Gem: Gemcitabine; Cet: Cetuximab; Vnb: Vinblastine; Thl: Thalidomide; Doc:
Docetaxel; Ind: Induction chemotherapy; RT: Radiation therapy; CCRT: Concurrent chemoradiotherpy; Cons:
Consolidation; ENI: Elective nodal irradiation; IFRT: Involved field radiation therapy.
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Table 4 Myelosuppression rates from prospective trials evaluating concurrent
chemoradiation in inoperable non-small cell lung cancer
No.
Ref.

of

Year Design

patie

Grade 3-4
Chemo

a

nts
Belani et al[4]

2005

Vokes et al[2]

Hoang et al[5]
Blumenschein
et al[23]

CCRT



Anemi

Leukopenia Neutropenia

92

Cbp/Pac

10%

51%

26%

2007 CCRT

184

Cbp/Pac

5%

36%

15%

2012 CCRT

275

Cbp/Pac

3%

23%

51%

2011 CCRT

87

Cons

Cbp/Pac/
Cet

“Blood/Bone Marrow”: 48%

Cbp: Carbo; Pac: Paclitaxel; Cet: Cetuximab; CCRT: Concurrent chemoradiotherpy;
Cons: Consolidation.
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